My Daimoku Challenge Campaign

- ___ mins

Difficulties impede the progress of those who are weak.
For the strong, however, they are an opportunity to open wide the doors to a bright future.
Everything is determined by our resolve. Our heart is what matters most!

500 WAVES OF HOPE
Emerging from Aotearoa; Towards Happiness, Peace, and Victory
5 Prayers towards 500 Waves of hope

1. 500 Capable Youths to attend “Waves of Hope” across Aotearoa New Zealand

2. United efforts of 4 divisions to ensure Total Success, Safety and Good Health of every participant

3. Happiness and Victory of each youth through undertaking their own human revolution and developing a strong mentor & disciple spirit

4. Become beacons of light, spreading Peace and Harmony in society

5. Forging genuine friendships with courage and spreading Hope through home visits and one-on-one dialogues

My Determination Towards November 18

Emerging from Aotearoa; Towards Happiness, Peace, and Victory

@wavesofhopenz

https://sginz.org/wavesofhope/